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Joy Bronkhorst joypoelma@gmail.com I am pleased to see that Elrond Drive and its off shoot streets (Rivendell, Elvin, Taranasay) are now included in PB 78 with the correct 
neighborhood (Highland Creek). However, despite being moved to Planning Block 78, Plan B still has Elrond/Rivendell, Elvin, and 
Taransay shaded blue to go to O'dell E.S. (as if we're still moving with PB 77), while the rest of PB 78 is shaded green to go to Cox Mill E.S.  
Can this please be changed so these streets will be shaded/zoned to go to the same school as the rest of PB 78? We appreciate that the 
dividing lines now reflect that we are in PB 78, but the different color for our streets in Plan B still indicates there could be a concern. Thank 
you for your time and attention to our concerns. 

Kelly Bekker kelly.bekker@gmail.com I do not understand how option B elementary school map was not updated.  Currently the layout in this section for Cox Mill Elementary, 
planning block 77 violates almost 80% of the committee criteria!  I am unclear as to why the comments highlighting this appear to be 
omitted from the last survey results.  As discussed in the public meeting, the reasoning for opposition and support should be considered 
critical. 

John derringer Jderringer78@icloud.com Option - c - shift 8 and 68 to Carl furr to lower enrollment at cox mill and better utilize Carl furr. 

Melody Forrester mforrester71@gmail.com Approve Option D.  It meets All the realignment criteria as it relates to COx Mill Elementary School. 

Crystal Parks crystalsiler@gmail.com Option D seems to be the most fair choice for everyone. I vote for option D. 

Brandy Hensley brandy_hensley32@yahoo.com I am in favor of Option D for the Cox Mill Elementary zone because it meets all of the realignment criteria: it uses natural boundaries, no 
longer splits any neighborhoods, keeps contiguous zones, and minimizes student impact better than any of the other proposed options. 

Tiffany Flores Tiffany.n.flores@gmail.com I  like Option D for the Cox Mill Elementary zone because it meets all of the realignment criteria: it uses natural boundaries, no longer splits 
any neighborhoods, keeps contiguous zones, and minimizes student impact better than any of the other proposed options. 

Joe Flores Joe.flores@gmail.com I  like Option D for the Cox Mill Elementary zone because it meets all of the realignment criteria: it uses natural boundaries, no longer splits 
any neighborhoods, keeps contiguous zones, and minimizes student impact better than any of the other proposed options. 

Giri Managari mgirinath@yahoo.com I like Option D for the Cox Mill Elementary zone because it meets all of the realignment criteria: it uses natural boundaries, no longer splits 
any neighborhoods, keeps contiguous zones, and minimizes student impact better than any of the other proposed option 

Sudha Jajimi Sudhajajimi@gmail.com I like Option D for the Cox Mill Elementary zone because it meets all of the realignment criteria: it uses natural boundaries, no longer splits 
any neighborhoods, keeps contiguous zones, and minimizes student impact better than any of the other proposed option 

Kerri Foret Kkacnf@gmail.com I'm happy to see Cox Mill Elementary as a contiguous zone that does not divide our neighborhood. 

Hayley Wilson Hnwilson527@gmail.com I am in favor of Option D for the Cox Mill Elementary zone because it meets all of the realignment criteria: it uses natural boundaries, no 
longer splits any neighborhoods, keeps contiguous zones, and minimizes student impact better than any of the other proposed options. 

Rajesh Singh rkkhanna74@hotmail.com Selecting Option D. 

Shirley Anyang shirley.anyang@gmail.com I like Option D very much for the Cox Mill Elementary zone because it meets all of the realignment criteria: it uses natural boundaries, no 
longer splits any neighborhoods, keeps contiguous zones, and minimizes student impact better than any of the other proposed options. 

Denise Schoener Deniseschoener3971@gmail.cm I do not see Castlebrooke on the list of Subdivisions with concerns and I know myself and others have sent feedback. Why are our concerns 
not being reviewed or considered just the same as the other Subdivisions? It should be fair and equal consideration for all and not the largest 
and wealthiest neighborhoods that is discriminatory.  Please read and consider our feedback as well it is just as important and our children 
are just as impacted. I would like consideration for any student that is a Jr or Sr not to be moved from their high school that is a huge impact 
in their final 2 years. Others counties follow that consideration during realignment.  Thank you for considering our feedback and because 
we are a small Subdivision, the impact of leaving our few children alingned to Cox Mill is very minor the impact of moving then in their 
most important years is greater please reconsider where you have the lines drawn. 

Sarah Mastrofski sarah.mastrofski@gmail.com After reading some of the public comments posted from the survey, I am really disappointed in the way some people decided to word their 
posts. One post said, &quot;kids in Concord should have to attend a school in Concord.&quot; Basically, they need to stay on their side and 
how dare a kid from Harrisburg have to attend a school with a Concord address. I also read a post where a parent writes that they were able 
to purchase a home within their budget in the school district that they wanted (Hickory Ridge) but now they are at risk of having to switch 
schools simply because they aren&#39;t on the &quot;right side of the tracks.&quot; This makes me sad that we have to come to this. Every 
child deserves the best possible education no matter their income level. 

Jun Wang jun.wang@nanodiagtech.com I like Option D for the Cox Mill Elementary zone.  It meets all of the realignment criteria: it uses natural boundaries, no longer splits any 
neighborhoods, keeps contiguous zones, and minimizes student impact better than any of the other proposed options. 
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Rick Foltz Rfoltz@carolina.rr.com DO NOT APPROVE ANY OF THE OPTIONS- you have not given our neighborhood any option to be included in Cox Mill HS. My son has 
attended all schools that feed into Cox Mill since kindergarten. You are impacting his last 2 years of high school that is a HUGE impact to a 
teenager. You also are impacting the value of our home by cutting us out when you are including the other neighborhoods on this road 
why???? They all feed into Cox Mill we are so small. And now put my son in danger of having to drive to a different area out of where he is 
used to. Also he will be pulled out of his classes and career path option and sports teams. Can you please look at these lines again and not 
separate where these schools feed from and where people chose to live for a reason we shouldn&#39;t have financial impacts due to your 
decisions not our choice!!! 

Yuchen Lu yuchenlu@hotmail.com I am a resident in Winding Walk community and I have serious concerns with some proposals to split our neighborhood into two different 
school zones. I wanted to emphasize that I really like the OPTION D for the Cox Mill Elementary zone because it meets all of the 
realignment criteria: it uses natural boundaries, no longer splits any neighborhoods, keeps contiguous zones, and minimizes student impact 
better than any of the other proposed options. Thank committee members in advance for your favorable consideration of the OPTION D. 

Jing Zhou jingzhou_99@hotmail.com We like Option D for the Cox Mill Elementary zone because it meets all of the realignment criteria: it uses natural boundaries, no longer 
splits any neighborhoods, keeps contiguous zones, and minimizes student impact better than any of the other proposed options. 

feng yu yufeng63@hotmail.com I like Option D for for the Cox Mill Elementary zone because it meets all of the realignment criteria: it uses natural boundaries, no longer 
splits any neighborhoods, keeps contiguous zones, and minimizes student impact better than any of the other proposed options.Thanks for 
consideration and your time. 

Christie Spaugh Christie.spaugh@carolina.rr.com I recently moved to carriage Downs from another area in Concord. One thing that attracted us to the neighborhood was the great 
community feeling. My three kids, who are high school and middle school ages, have made friends in the neighborhood and have enjoyed 
playing sports with neighbors at Winkler middle school. I believe that having our neighborhood divided into  two zones for two different 
high schools would be to the detriment of the relationships of the kids in this neighborhood. I also believe it would decrease our home 
values as I would never have bought a house in this neighborhood knowing it was divided into two high school districts. I hope you will 
not choose an option that would divide Cariage Downs for elementary school, middle school or high school. The neighborhood is not big 
enough to warrant dividing it, and I believe  having our children at rival high schools with night be good for our community. 

Guibing Chen gbchen01@hotmail.com I like Option D for the Cox Mill Elementary zone because it meets all of the realignment criteria: it uses natural boundaries, no longer splits 
any neighborhoods, keeps contiguous zones, and minimizes student impact better than any of the other proposed options. 

Jessica 
Baumgardner 

jcmva@hotmail.com I love the new option D. The committee gave criteria for the realignment and Option D hits them all. Option D meets all of the realignment 
criteria: it uses natural boundaries, no longer splits any neighborhoods, keeps contiguous zones, and minimizes student impact better than 
any of the other proposed options. 

Eugene Cheng ekcheng98@yahoo.com Hi,I approve of Option D as it meets all the committee requirements for Cox Mill ES.  It no longer splits a neighborhood, uses natural 
boundaries, keeps contiguous zones, and has the least student impact.Thanks,Eugene 

Juntao Guo jguo20058@yahoo.com I really like Option D for the Cox Mill Elementary zone.  It makes more sense since it considers natural boundaries and keeps continuous 
zones. It also has the least student impact compared to other options. More importantly, it meets all of the realignment criteria. 

Heather Arrowood heatherarrowood4@aol.com THANK YOU for creating Option D!  This looks to be the best option overall, especially in addressing neighborhood concerns when 23 out 
of 30 neighborhoods had their concerns met with Option D (76%).  For my family, this specifically keeps the children in Valhalla(in 
Harrisburg) in Harrisburg schools, which makes the most logical sense.  Our neighborhood is small with few children so keeping us in the 
district that we should be in (HES, HiRMS, and HRHS) barely even effects the bottom line.  We appreciate this new Option D and consider it 
100% APPROVED. 

TERRI TEETER tteeter@essendant.com where is the oct 2 meeting?  I can&#39;t find the lcoation 

Angelle Griffin Angriffin77@yahoo.com Thank you for all of your hard work on the realignment of the school districts to ease overcrowding. I have reviewed the new option D and 
feel that it uses natural boundaries and minimizes student impact. 
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Gina Hofert gghofert@gmail.com Seeing as how Option D was pushed to the committee as the most viable scenario (at least for the elementary level), what is the status of 
creating scenario D2 modeling Skybrook remaining at Cox Mill Elementary? Per your data, there is no reason to impact these students. The 
major criteria of the project are: utilization, growth, proximity, logistics, feeders, student impact.Utilization at CMES:  approx. 96% without 
Skybrook or 105% with Skybrook at CMES, insignificant considering you&#39;re proposing schools with utilizations north of 110%Growth: 
you said your data already accounts for future growth and neighborhood declinesGeography is a non-starter from Skybrook: roughly a half 
of a mile difference between Cox Mill and OdellLogistics: Skybrook going to Odell isolates the neighborhood and forces buses out of a 
normal route (only time the bus from Odell would ever cross Poplar Tent onto Harris) whereas keeping Skybrook at CMES allows buses to 
seamlessly move from Winding Walk and Highland Creek into Skybrook (while avoiding needing to cross Poplar Tent).Feeders: both feed 
into the same Middle and High SchoolStudent impact: why impact 80 students unnecessarily?  Our students would face the &quot;new 
school&quot; impact twice since Odell is divided between K-2 and 3-5.  We&#39;ve followed your advice and used the online forum.  
We&#39;ve shown up to various meetings.  We&#39;ve taken various surveys.  None of which are resulting in any meaningful feedback as 
to the situation impacting our children&#39;s education for the next decade.You asked for data and facts, not emotion.  There is your data 
and facts.  Please factually explain why our children deserve to be impacted.  Respectfully, I don&#39;t want an emotional response such as 
&quot;hard decisions need to be made&quot; or &quot;not everyone will be happy&quot;. 

Brian Hofert bwhofert@mac.com Seeing as how Option D was pushed to the committee as the most viable scenario (at least for the elementary level), what is the status of 
creating scenario D2 modeling Skybrook remaining at Cox Mill Elementary? Per your data, there is no reason to impact these students. The 
major criteria of the project are: utilization, growth, proximity, logistics, feeders, student impact.Utilization at CMES:  approx. 96% without 
Skybrook or 105% with Skybrook at CMES, insignificant considering you&#39;re proposing schools with utilizations north of 110%Growth: 
you said your data already accounts for future growth and neighborhood declinesGeography is a non-starter from Skybrook: roughly a half 
of a mile difference between Cox Mill and OdellLogistics: Skybrook going to Odell isolates the neighborhood and forces buses out of a 
normal route (only time the bus from Odell would ever cross Poplar Tent onto Harris) whereas keeping Skybrook at CMES allows buses to 
seamlessly move from Winding Walk and Highland Creek into Skybrook (while avoiding needing to cross Poplar Tent).Feeders: both feed 
into the same Middle and High SchoolStudent impact: why impact 80 students unnecessarily?  Our students would face the &quot;new 
school&quot; impact twice since Odell is divided between K-2 and 3-5.  We&#39;ve followed your advice and used the online forum.  
We&#39;ve shown up to various meetings.  We&#39;ve taken various surveys.  None of which are resulting in any meaningful feedback as 
to the situation impacting our children&#39;s education for the next decade.You asked for data and facts, not emotion.  There is your data 
and facts.  Please factually explain why our children deserve to be impacted.  Respectfully, I don&#39;t want an emotional response such as 
&quot;hard decisions need to be made&quot; or &quot;not everyone will be happy&quot;. 

Jack schilling Schillingj88@yahoo.com Skybrook, located off Harris Road, is completely separate from Skybrook Parkside and the Villages at Skybrook. Skybrook is a community 
that is divided between Cabarrus County and Mecklenburg County . A portion of the neighborhood attends Cox Mill Elementary and the 
other portion attend Charlotte Mecklenburg Schools, similar to Highland Creek. Skybrook Parkside And the villages at Skybrook are 
completely separate neighborhoods located off Poplar Tent Road and are zoned for Odell.  Again, Skybrook is a completely separate 
neighborhood and rezoning it to Odell does not unify a neighborhood because Skybrook is not a part of skybrook Parkside or Villages of 
Skybrook. 

Jacob Andrews jlandrews1980@aol.com School board should take decisions regarding Cox Mill Elementary out of this exercise and work towards a solution with county officials 
that takes into account all the new construction around the school. Cropper&#39;s model may be effective in areas where growth is 
relatively stable but that is not the case in the Cox Mill district.  Actual data regarding the new construction timing and volume (Allen Mills, 
Edenton, Lantana, Granary Oaks) should be evaluated by school officials and utilized to make these decisions. I think the committee is 
doing the best they can given the information they have been provided, but unfortunately, Cropper&#39;s model doesn&#39;t appear to fit 
within high growth areas and utilizes a basic forecasting model as opposed to actual data. 
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Jacob Andrews jlandrews1980@aol.com School board should take decisions regarding Cox Mill Elementary out of this exercise and work towards a solution with county officials 
that takes into account all the new construction around the school. Cropper&#39;s model may be effective in areas where growth is 
relatively stable but that is not the case in the Cox Mill district.  Actual data regarding the new construction timing and volume (Allen Mills, 
Edenton, Lantana, Granary Oaks) should be evaluated by school officials and utilized to make these decisions. I think the committee is 
doing the best they can given the information they have been provided, but unfortunately, Cropper&#39;s model doesn&#39;t appear to fit 
within high growth areas and utilizes a basic forecasting model as opposed to actual data. 

Michael 
Richardson 

44MRichardson@gmail.com 75% of the Skybrook neighborhood DOES NOT attend Odell Elementary.A portion of Skybrook is in Cabarrus County (100% zoned for Cox 
Mill) and the other portion of Skybrook is in Mecklenburg County (zoned for Blythe Elementary).Skybrook Parkside and Villages of 
Skybrook are completely separate from Skybrook.  These two, new construction communities are located of Poplar Tent Road and share no 
entrances or amenities with Skybrook.  Committee, and ultimately school board, need to be making these important decisions effecting our 
kids based on fact and not misinformation that may be conveyed through this feedback mechanism.  Those who don&#39;t understand 
these neighborhoods, shouldn&#39;t be able to impact these decisions. 

Arbita Patel AbPatel6767@aol.com It is naive of the neighborhoods along both sides of Harris Road to expect to remain within Cox Mill Elementary with all the new 
construction happening along Cox Mill Road.  Once these new neighborhoods are built out, they will consume a large portion of Cox Mill 
capacity and many of the founding Cox Mill neighborhoods (Winding Walk, Skybrook, Northchase, etc) will be rezoned to Odell.  The only 
way to protect the existing neighborhoods and provide stability for the kids is to rezone the largest portion of new construction (allen mills) 
to Odell.  By not pushing for this option, these neighborhoods are simply buying themselves a year or two.  Founding Cox Mill communities 
should be working together towards a solution. 

Ann Wiggins ann.wiggins@bellsouth.net Option D works best for me. 

Kelly Bekekr kelly.bekker@gmail.com Good morning.  I like Option D for the Cox Mill Elementary zone because it meets all of the realignment criteria: it uses natural boundaries, 
no longer splits any neighborhoods, keeps contiguous zones, and minimizes student impact better than any of the other proposed options. 

Melissa Dodd Melissalynndodd@gmail.com I like option D for the Cod Mill Elementary zone because it doesn't split neighborhoods, uses natural boundaries and minimizes student 
impact. 

Soma Nag soma.nag@gmail.com I would like to state my approval for Option D for the Cox Mill Elementary zone because it meets all of the realignment criteria: it uses 
natural boundaries, no longer splits any neighborhoods, keeps contiguous zones, and minimizes student impact better than any of the other 
proposed options. Thank you. 

Ken Foret kenforitco@gmail.com I would like to endorse option D because it meets all of the realignment criteria: it uses natural boundaries, no longer splits any 
neighborhoods, keeps contiguous zones, and minimizes student impact better than any of the other proposed options. 

Jason martin Martinta3@yahoo.com We like  like Option D for the Cox Mill Elementary zone because it meets all of the realignment criteria: it uses natural boundaries, no longer 
splits any neighborhoods, keeps contiguous zones, and minimizes student impact better than any of the other proposed options. 

Tiffany Flores Tiffany.n.flores@gmail.com I like Option D for the Cox Mill Elementary zone because it meets all of the realignment criteria: it uses natural boundaries, no longer splits 
any neighborhoods, keeps contiguous zones, and minimizes student impact better than any of the other proposed options. 

Joe Flores Joe.flores@gmail.com I like Option D for the Cox Mill Elementary zone because it meets all of the realignment criteria: it uses natural boundaries, no longer splits 
any neighborhoods, keeps contiguous zones, and minimizes student impact better than any of the other proposed options. 

Amal Khoury amalkhoury@gmail.com Thank you for your work on this. I support Option D for the Cox Mill Elementary zone because it meets all of the realignment criteria: it 
uses natural boundaries, no longer splits any neighborhoods, keeps contiguous zones, and minimizes student impact better than any of the 
other proposed options. 

Kim Majhi Kimberly.majhi@gmail.com I like Option D for the Cox Mill Elementary zone because it meets all of the realignment criteria: it uses natural boundaries, no longer splits 
any neighborhoods, keeps contiguous zones, and minimizes student impact better than any of the other proposed options. 

Douglas Cremer Dcremer1@yahoo.com I would like to leave some feedback on newly proposed option D.  This is a very good option as it makes geographical sense and does not 
split Winding Walk in half.  I hope this option works for what you want to accomplish!  Please strongly consider not splitting Winding 
Walk.  Thank you for the attention and thanks for allowing this feedback! 

Richard Artale rartale@gmail.com I like Option D for the Cox Mill Elementary zone because it meets all of the realignment criteria: it uses natural boundaries, no longer splits 
any neighborhoods, keeps contiguous zones, and minimizes student impact better than any of the other proposed options. 
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Lois Pena coreynlois@msn.com As a homeowner in the Winding Walk Community, I support 'Option D.' 

Yang Yang Yang_yang_98@yahoo.com We like Option D for the Cox Mill Elementary zone because it meets all of the realignment criteria: it uses natural boundaries, no longer 
splits any neighborhoods, keeps contiguous zones, and minimizes student impact better than any of the other proposed options. 

Brandon Chase heartoworship@yahoo.com We live at 5404 Shoreview Dr, Concord NC 28025 in the Lakeshore Estates neighborhood. We moved here 2years ago so that our kids could 
attend Mount Pleasant Schools. We are donors and sponsors financially of the Mount Pleasant Schools. We are requesting that the boundary 
line for MP Schools be similar to Option 3 that borders on Hwy 200. 

JUSTIN M WATTS watts.jm@gmail.com Per your data, there is no reason to impact the students at Cox Mill Elementary from Skybrook. The major criteria of the project are: 
utilization, growth, proximity, logistics, feeders, student impact.Utilization at CMES:  approx. 96% without Skybrook or 105% with 
Skybrook at CMES, insignificant considering you&#39;re proposing schools with utilizations north of 110%Growth: you said your data 
already accounts for future growth and neighborhood declinesGeography is a non-starter from Skybrook: roughly a half of a mile difference 
between Cox Mill and OdellLogistics: Skybrook going to Odell isolates the neighborhood and forces buses out of a normal route (only time 
the bus from Odell would ever cross Poplar Tent onto Harris) whereas keeping Skybrook at CMES allows buses to seamlessly move from 
Winding Walk and Highland Creek into Skybrook (while avoiding needing to cross Poplar Tent).Feeders: both feed into the same Middle 
and High SchoolStudent impact: why impact 80 students unnecessarily?  Our students would face the &quot;new school&quot; impact 
twice since Odell is divided between K-2 and 3-5.  Please revise the favored Plan D to reflect Skybrook remaining in CMES. 

Joshua Barnhardt barnhardtstaxidermy@yahoo.com I am not happy with the option to move our schools away from Mt. Pleasant. I live in Lake Shore Estates on Mallard dr. I have confidence in 
the school my children go to, and would like for them to continue in the Mt. Pleasant district. 

ANNA 
BARNHARDT 

annabarnhardt@yahoo.com I do not like the option to move our schools away from Mt. Pleasant. I live in Lake Shore Estates. We chose this area for the schools and I 
would like my 3 children to continue in Mt. Pleasant. I feel very strongly about this request and ask that you please don&#39;t redistrict my 
neighborhood out of Mt. Pleasant schools. 

Karen Courtney kndcourt@yahoo.com As a resident of Lake Shore Estates, we want to keep our schools as Mr Pleasant Jr High and High School. 

Miles Koerner milesskoerner@aol.com Thank you for the time you are putting in to planning these changes.  We appreciate that you are not jumping into making decisions about 
the future school zones and that you are accepting the public's feedback!  My family lives in Ridge Crossing off of Pitts School Road.  In 2010 
we made the choice for our daughter to attend Coltrane-Webb Elementary instead of Furr, her home school.  At that time we were provided 
bus transportation.  A few years later we enrolled our son at CWES, and that same year lost busing to our neighborhood.  Despite this we 
continued at CWES but our children had to be picked up at Pitts Elementary.  This was still fairly convenient for meeting our after-school 
care needs.  The following year we lost PSRES as a hub and have been using the hub at Weddington ever since.  This has been very 
inconvenient but we have made it work.    Last year our daughter moved up to middle school.  She wanted to attend J.N. Fries but we had 
no way to get her to and from there because we live 7 miles away and could not get a bus.  So after six years in the STEM program she was 
forced to change paths and attend an IB school because that happened to also be our home school. She didn't have a non-magnet choice.  We 
tried to soften the blow by telling her that at least she would get to go to the brand new high school!  Now we have been zoned out of West 
High School.  Once again my daughter will be forced to change her path because of transportation!  She has been forced to transfer from 
Stem to IB and now she will have to attend a high school that is neither STEM nor IB.  Even if she is eligible to attend West through the IB 
Magnet program we will not be able to provide transportation for her.  We can't help but to feel frustrated and that the county has failed her 
over and over again.  We live 7 miles away from JN Fries but could not receive a bus. We live 4.4 miles from the new high school and most 
likely will not receive a bus.  However, under several of the proposed plans, Cabarrus County will be busing students that live over 14 miles 
away to the new high school!  We just can't understand how to explain to our daughter why she cannot attend the high school that is right 
down the street from us.  The school that is across the street from her middle school.  Why she cannot continue in the IB program and will 
have to change paths again.  Why her bus will literally cross paths with another bus full of kids who live farther away from West High 
School then she does, and yet she can't go there. We understand the demographic considerations that must be taken into account when 
making boundary lines.  We are just asking you to consider the students who have made the &quot;choice&quot; to attend your magnet 
programs and that you do everything you can to assist them in fulfilling these plans by providing transportation for them.  My son is in fifth 
grade and we are full of anxiety about where to send him to middle school next year.  We would like to make the choice that will allow him 
to continue down the same path through high school.  Thank you again for your consideration and all of the work you have and will do! 
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Dana Bailey djbailey.bus@gmail.com I like Option D for the Cox Mill Elementary zone because it meets all of the realignment criteria: it uses natural boundaries, no longer splits 
any neighborhoods, keeps contiguous zones, and minimizes student impact better than any of the other proposed options. 

Heather Peterson Hpete08@yahoo.com Option D meets all of the requirements that the committee set forth for this process. 

Payton Peterson hpete08@gmail.com We love option D for the Cox Mill zone because it meets all of the realignment criteria; it uses natural boundaries, no longer splits up 
neighborhoods, keeps contiguous zones, and minimizes student impact better than any of the other proposed options. 

Carson Peterson epete60@yahoo.com We love option D for the Cox Mill zone because it meets all of the realignment criteria; it uses natural boundaries, no longer splits up 
neighborhoods, keeps contiguous zones, and minimizes student impact better than any of the other proposed options. 

Eric Peterson epeterson@roushfenway.com We love option D for the Cox Mill zone because it meets all of the realignment criteria; it uses natural boundaries, no longer splits up 
neighborhoods, keeps contiguous zones, and minimizes student impact better than any of the other proposed options. 

H. Noelle Peterson hpeterson@lincolnharris.com We love option D for the Cox Mill zone because it meets all of the realignment criteria; it uses natural boundaries, no longer splits up 
neighborhoods, keeps contiguous zones, and minimizes student impact better than any of the other proposed options. 

Lauren Cole Lacole17@yahoo.com Thank you for allowing members of the community to provide feedback.  I would like to vote in support of Option D for the Cox Mill 
Elementary zone because it meets all of the realignment criteria: it uses natural boundaries, no longer splits any neighborhoods, keeps 
contiguous zones, and minimizes student impact better than any of the other proposed options. Thank you for your consideration. 

Bonnie Banse Bonniejbanse@gmail.com We are excited about the new Option D and love that it keeps our community together! 

Jamie Larmondra Jamie1713@gmail.com I love option D, this option meets all of the needs of WW and surrounding neighborhoods! 

Suresh Chalasani chalasani9@gmail.com We live in Winding Walk and. we like Option D for the Cox Mill Elementary zone because it meets all of the realignment criteria: it uses 
natural boundaries, no longer splits any neighborhoods, keeps contiguous zones, and minimizes student impact better than any of the other 
proposed options. ThanksSuresh 

Kristen Davis ladsonk@yahoo.com We just moved to Harrisburg two years ago and one of the main reasons we chose Canterfield Estates was to have our future children go to 
Patriots Elementary and Hickory Ridge Middle and High School. It looks like all4 of the zoning options include Patriots Elementary and 
Hickory Ridge High School, but only MS Option 1 includes my neighborhood for Hickory Ridge Middle School. Please consider choosing 
MS Option 1 or including the neighborhood of Canterfield Estates into the Hickory Middle School options 

Kellie Miller kellie.miller@gmail.com I like Option D for the Cox Mill Elementary zone because it meets all of the realignment criteria: it uses natural boundaries, no longer splits 
any neighborhoods, keeps contiguous zones, and minimizes student impact better than any of the other proposed options. 

Ron Arrowood ron596@aol.com We are pleased with the newly created Option D.  This allows our children to attend all schools in Harrisburg, since we reside here (mainly 
concerned with MS and HS and being able to attend Hickory Ridge schools for both).  Thank you for taking our concerns into consideration 
when creating this last option. 
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